CARTOSTRIP™

EASY TO USE, HAND
HELD STRIPPING
DEVICE FOR STACKS OF
DIE-CUT SHEETS

■ POWERFUL PNEUMATIC DRIVE
■ TWO-HANDED USE FOR SAFETY
■ IMPROVES GLUER THROUGH-PUT
■ REDUCES RISK OF RSI
■ RAPID RETURN ON INVESTMENT

CARTOSTRIP

For more information and specs, visit
Cartostrip's North American Distributor:

www.youngshinusa.com

Does the stripper work on all types of carton board?
Yes. It will also handle solid and corrugated fibre board.
Will I have to modify my dies?
This depends on how much stripping rule is already on the die. A waste strip of no more
than 45cm is ideal. The smaller the section, the easier it is to remove.
Will the stripper handle corrugated and laminated board?
Yes. Answer above applies. Also on how even a stack comes off the die-cutter. An uneven stack will not provide the
support from below to allow the stripper to work efficiently removing the strip above.
Will the stripper handle large waste sections?
Yes. Provided that the cut is good and the notching is not too heavy, large sections pose no problem.
What is the minimum waste strip depth the Cartostrip will handle?
Minimum waste strip depth is as follows: carton board = 8.5mm and corrugated = 20mm
Can I use the stripper on work coming off a hand platen?
This depends on a good even stack. It would be necessary to shutter up against a guide and also the ability to
put stripping rule on the job in hand.
How long do the chains last?
This depends on the operator. Provided the stripper is used correctly, a chain should last a minimum of six months,
but usually longer.
How much time will I save using the stripper?
A time saving of 85% is achievable against performing the task manually.

Specifications

Power output

PNEUMATIC

Air pressure

Air consumption
Weight

Noise next to machine

Noise at 1m from machine
Ambient noise

750W

6.3 bar (90 psi)
1.98 l/s
5.2kg

91dB

86dB

34dB

For more information, please contact Cartostrip's North American Distributor:
1320 Tower Road, Suite 111, Schaumburg, IL 60173
847-598-3611
info@youngshinusa.com
www.youngshinusa.com

